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No component defined
New buttons ("Oppslag RF", "Signer og send" and "Avbryt" ) in the warning dialog when RF lookup has
not been done the same day, before Sign and Send screen (S22) is shown.
[ RENO-9853 ]

Added LegemiddelUtenMt to freetext medications M1 and removed the Produktinformasjon
[ RENO-9855 ]

Fixed a performance problem where it could sometimes take a very long time to open the Sign&Send
window for some patients
[ RENO-9876 ]

When a prescription is deleted, it is included in M25.1 with seponeringsinfo if it is the only prescription
in the treatment.If there are previous prescriptions in the treatment (which will become active in LIB),
the prescription currently active in the LIB is included in the M25.1.
[ RENO-9877 ]

Added link to PDF with information about FM updates to the update notification popup opened from the
user inbox.
[ RENO-9900 ]

Typing fast in the simple structured dosing control in the prescription view should no longer produce an
error.
[ RENO-9913 ]

When sending a new verify message, FM will send the default value "Ukjent" when system- and
driftsleverandør are not configured.
[ RENO-9931 ]

When structured dosing is matched with a short dosing in the prescriptions view, all valid matches are
returned to the short dosing drop down list and should be ordered more or less by generality (most
general first) and the first one returned is then automatically selected.
[ RENO-9938 ]

FM will go overall CS and CV values from an imported prescription and correct those where the DN is
missing.
[ RENO-9978 ]

Running SkrivCave multiple time with exactly the same CAVE information no longer creates new CAVE
record versions.
[ RENO-9980 ]

